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Tree of Life
Books & Gifts
on the grounds of

Historic Camp Chesterfield
A Unique Spiritual &
Metaphysical Book Store
We carry a large selection of Books, Gifts, Music,
Incense, Stones, Crystals, Jewelry, Native American
Articles, Statuary, plus much more!

Store Hours
Sunday - Thursday 12-5
Friday - Saturday 12-6
Store Phone: 765-378-0236

E-mail: treeoflife@campchesterfield.net
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Saturday, June 1, 2019

TAPPING With “TAPNGRL”
(Emotional Freedom Technique EFT)
Colette “TAPNGRL” Liose
1:00 pm – 4:00 pm; Art Gallery East
Pre-register by May 25th: $30; After May 25th: $40

Overview
EFT/TAPPING comes under the heading of Energy
Psychology. It’s commonly described as acupuncture
without needles. TAPPING
combines ancient Chinese knowledge of our body’s
meridian system with modern psychological concepts.
We TAP meridian end-points while addressing negative emotions thereby clearing disruptions in our
body’s energy system.
In this three-hour workshop, you will:
1) Learn what TAPPING is and where it originated
2) Why & how it works on EVERYTHING
3) Practice TAPPING so you can immediately start to use this amazing,
life-changing, life-enhancing technique for yourself (This is where
we spend the bulk of our time together).
Tapping is a modern-day technology for eliminating stress, anxiety,
phobias, fears, weight concerns, addictions, guilt, $$$ blocks,
relationship issues and more. Are you ready to clear limitation and
negativity (known and unknown) that is blocking you from your best
Self? Then come and join the FUN of learning and practicing Emotional
Freedom Technique (EFT) aka TAPPING (especially if you have “tried”
TAPPING and did not get a result!) Even if you have attended this
workshop before, each workshop is as varied as the issues and
participants, which ARE ALWAYS different.
Colette “TAPNGRL” Liose found EFT, “TAPPING” in 2007. “TAPNGRL” has
immersed herself in the EFT model first developed by Gary Craig over 30 years ago and
has achieved fantastic results for herself and her clients. Colette has facilitated
TAPPING individually and in group practice since 2008. She has a passion for teaching
and facilitating TAPPING! Her goal is to remember you to the wholeness YOU already
BE by releasing negative emotions and negative emotional experiences that are the
blocks to your best SELF! Colette is passionate about TAPPING and having FUN
while healing. Colette also teaches Law of Attraction and calls TAPPING and LOA the
Dynamic Duo! Colette currently has a show “TAPNGRL – Tapping Into You”
bi-monthly on Hamilton County Television (web). TAPNGRL has authored or been
featured in Indy Boomer Magazine, Natural Awakenings and Current in Fishers to name
a few. Colette has taught TAPPING at local churches, hospitals, senior living facilities
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and in businesses. More of her story at TAPNGRL.com.

Sunday, June 9, 2019

Re-Remembering Ancient Lemuria
in Preparation for the “Great Reunion”
Rev. Lea Chapin, MS. Ed.
9:30 am – 12:30 pm; Art Gallery East
Pre-register by May 25th: $30; After May 25th: $40

Overview
Lea, who is a Divine channel, was told by the Lemurians that her new book Divine Union: The Love Story
of Jesus and Mary Magdalene, was a portal for humanity to awaken to the “Great Reunion” of the Divine Sacred Feminine energy and the Divine Sacred Masculine
energies to once again unite upon the earth plane. We,
the lightworkers, are to create the balance within ourselves in order for peace to prevail upon our planet.
We are being called to Re-Remember how we all lived in Ancient
Lemuria in perfect balance, harmony and peace in Divine Union with All
of Life!
Book signing from 1:00 pm – 2:00 pm in the Tree of Life Bookstore
Rev. Lea Chapin, MS.Ed. is an inspirational spiritual counselor, teacher
and author with over 38 years of experience as a spiritual psychotherapist
and channel for the Ascended Masters. She works with her clients to
understand the root cause of their life challenges and personal issues with
a renewed, positive, spiritual perspective. Rev. Chapin is the author of a
number of books including The Twelve Mystery Teachings of Christ –
Jesus Christ Reveals the True Essence of His Teachings; Divine Union:
The Love Story of Jesus and Mary Magdalene and an upcoming, new
title, The Missing Holy Grail. She has also produced a number of CDs,
including Kryon – Imagine a World Filled with Peace; The Blessed
Mother – An Evening in Chicago; In Search of the Goddess Within and
many others. Rev. Chapin is owner of Celestial Connections and more
information can be found on her website at www.leachapin.com.
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7th

Saturday, June 22, 2019

Principle Manifestation
Rev. Nancy S. Ryall, RN, BSN, OM, CM
9:00 am – 12 noon; Art Gallery East
Pre-register by June 15th: $30; After June 15th: $40

Overview
Are you in control of your destiny? Can you influence and impact it positively? The 7th PRINCIPLE
MANIFESTATION workshop will help you learn
how to do exactly that! This workshop uses the
principles of Spiritualism, energy work, and a
unique process obtained through channeling from
Nancy’s spirit teachers OMAR and ANNA.
The focus is to combine Natural Law, Energy work
and the synergy of a small group to successfully manifest your desires
into the physical. The participant will begin to understand the powerful
mind they possess and learn the steps to control, visualize, and manifest. Become the creator that you are meant to be. Learn how to help
others achieve the same thing by working together and combining your
powerful energy! Join me and begin to open the secrets of your powerful being! You can change your life for the better!
Rev. Nancy S. Ryall, RN, BSN, OM, CM has been a practicing
Spiritualist for 45 years. She carries credentials as an ordained minister
and certified medium from the National Association of Spiritualist
Churches (NSAC). She is an active member of the International
Spiritualist Federation and acts as the editor of their newsletter Yours
Fraternally and the membership representative for the eastern portion
of the United States. She is former Pastor of Spiritualist Chapel in the
Woods and Director of Cherry Valley Spiritualist Camp in Illinois.
Nancy is experienced in all forms of mediumship but has special love
for trance. She channels multiple spirits, but most often Omar, Anna,
and The Eagle who will oftentimes appear in her demonstrations,
lectures, and Divine Services. She teaches workshops in trance,
manifestation, healing, meditation and many other topics. She also
teaches online classes. Her website is www.linkwithspirit.com where
you can see an example of her trance mediumship.
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Saturday, June 22, 2019

Spoon Bending Workshop
Rev. Nancy S. Ryall, RN, BSN, OM, CM
1:00pm – 4:00pm; Art Gallery East
Pre-register by June 15th: $30; After June 15th: $40

Overview
Have you ever wondered how some people can bend
spoons, forks and other material objects? Would you
like to learn how to do it and amaze yourself and your
family and friends? Join me for this workshop and let
me teach you how!
Participants will learn about energy and how to focus
and control it. You will learn simple techniques that
alter physical reality and allow you to easily bend that which was immovable before application of the techniques shown in this workshop!
Spoon bending is more that just a “stunt”. It is about learning techniques
that allow you to access the quantum field and energetically alter physical material substance. Join me for some fun and excitement and see
what you can actually do! And don’t forget to bring an old spoon with
you!
Rev. Nancy S. Ryall, RN, BSN, OM, CM has been a practicing
Spiritualist for 45 years. She carries credentials as an ordained minister
and certified medium from the National Association of Spiritualist
Churches (NSAC). She is an active member of the International
Spiritualist Federation and acts as the editor of their newsletter Yours
Fraternally and the membership representative for the eastern portion of
the United States. She is former Pastor of Spiritualist Chapel in the
Woods and Director of Cherry Valley Spiritualist Camp in Illinois.
Nancy is experienced in all forms of mediumship but has special love for
trance. She channels multiple spirits, but most often Omar, Anna, and
The Eagle who will oftentimes appear in her demonstrations, lectures,
and Divine Services. She teaches workshops in trance, manifestation,
healing, meditation and many other topics. She also teaches online
classes. Her website is www.linkwithspirit.com where you can see an
example of her trance mediumship.
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CAMP’S FIRST FAMILY RETREAT FOR
CHILDREN AND PARENTS
Saturday - Sunday, June 22-23, 2019

The Spirits of the Forest
Jodi Weaver, Mona Casey,
and Carmen Kosmider

Register by June 15: $100/family;
After June 15th: $125/family
Detailed Itinerary Can Be Obtained Via The
Administration Office (765-378-0235 or
admin@campchesterfield.net)
Please Note: All Children Must Be Accompanied by
Their Parent(s)
Join us for a playful discovery through the four elements – Earth,
Air, Fire and Water. Connect and interact with the loving spirits
who reside within nature and all around us. Working with the
elements allows us to deeply connect to our inner world of
guidance known as Guides. You will have a chance to get to know
your 4 main spirit guides who work with you as your allies for life.
This serious business is seriously FUN! This is Camp’s first ever
retreat for ages 8-100. The kids and teens will show us how to
play, and the adults will show them how to still themselves.
Workshop is split into AM and PM sessions so that participants
may take advantage of both light and dark for photo opportunities
of the fairy folk.
Bring an earth-friendly fairy offering, camera, journal,
flashlight, long pants, socks and walking shoes.
Participants will enjoy light hiking, a late night (small)
bonfire, spirit art, water & air ceremonies, and a search for
the fairy realm
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Jodi Weaver is a spiritual medium that connects
with those who have passed to bring messages of
love and light through private readings and public
gallery style readings. Jodi works with Ascended
Masters in a one of a kind healing session she
affectionately refers to as Spirit Ball Healing. This
amazing healing technique was developed through
the Ascended Masters whom work with Jodi. She
is a Reiki Master Teacher and a Licensed Massage
Therapist since 2001. She specializes in therapeutic massage. Jodi
teaches classes in Reiki, meditation, chakra classes, mediumship in class
settings or one on one. Just as important is her loving family of 2
children and doting husband. Jodi is highly involved in community
events and planning and bringing people together to create oneness and
growth.
Mona Casey Mona Casey has been a practicing
Medium for over 20 years in her Chicago suburban
home. She has also been a Spiritual Healer for 6 years,
focusing on adults, children and animal healing
techniques. She now incorporates her college degrees
of Graphic Design and Illustration into creating Spirit
Art in multiple forms. Mona is also a writer, using
Spiritualism as a platform for her short stories and
articles. Being a continuous student, she is gratefully
forwarding her education in Spiritualism, Mediumship
and Healing. Her current focus is to share her knowledge, joy and
enthusiasm with children as she optimistically sees them as the brilliant
future. Mona is devoted to all animals, including her many beloved pets
and those that need her attention in the forest behind her home. Mona and
her husband, Patrick, have been happily married for almost 25 years and
have two grown sons. Being a parent has been her greatest blessing.
Carmen Kosmider is a licensed Massage Therapist,
Energy Work practitioner and Herbalist since 2001
and is currently finishing her schooling for her
Master Herbalist degree.
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Saturday, June 29, 2019

Evidential Mediumship
Rev. Rose Vanden Eynden
9:00 am – 4:00 pm; Art Gallery East
Pre-register by June 22nd: $60; After June 22nd: $80

Overview
Take your mediumship to the next level with
this all-day intensive workshop designed to
enhance your mediumship skills. Join internationally known medium and author, Rose
Vanden Eynden, and practice time-tested techniques to connect with spirit loved ones to
prove the continuity of life. In this workshop,
participants will explore and learn:
*Meditation and invitation techniques for gathering spirit
people Shifting perception of Spirit from right brain to
left brain for faster, more accurate messages
*Using all of you clair-perceptions to truly connect with Spiritfor deeper, more meaningful messages
*How to receive evidential details like names, numbers, places,
and other facts from Spirit
*Answers to your pressing questions about your mediumship
development
Book signing from 4:30 – 5:30 pm at the Tree of Life Bookstore
Reverend Rose Vanden Eynden is a Spiritualist minister, clairvoyant
medium, instructor, and author of metaphysical nonfiction and fiction. She
founded both the United Spiritualists of the Christ Light Church and her
practice, Light Journey Enterprises, in Cincinnati, Ohio. Her nonfiction
works focusing on mediumship and spirit communication, including So You
Want to be a Medium, Ask a Medium and Metatron are published by
Llewellyn Worldwide, and have been translated into seven languages. Her
Mediumship Mastery Program, developed and taught with her partner,
Joanne Franchina, has graduated and certified evidential mediums for the
past five years. Rose has studied, practiced, and taught metaphysics for
nearly 30 years. Contact her via her website at www.vandeneynden.biz.
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Sunday, June 30, 2019

Clairvoyant Circle
Rev. Rose Vanden Eynden
11:00 am – 1:00 pm; Chapel Lower Level Séance Room
Pre-register by June 22nd: $40 per person

Join one of the nation’s premier mediums
for a clairvoyant circle to receive evidential messages from your spirit loved ones
and teachers. This circle will be held in
the Séance Room in the lower level of the
Chapel.
Participants will be limited to 12 and it is
strongly recommended that attendees
pre-register in order to assure themselves
a seat for this astounding display of mediumship.

Book signing at the Tree of Life bookstore 1:15 pm – 2:00 pm
Reverend Rose Vanden Eynden is a Spiritualist minister,
clairvoyant medium, instructor, and author of metaphysical
nonfiction and fiction. She founded both the United Spiritualists
of the Christ Light Church and her practice, Light Journey
Enterprises, in Cincinnati, Ohio. Her nonfiction works focusing
on mediumship and spirit communication, including So You Want
to be a Medium, Ask a Medium and Metatron are published by
Llewellyn Worldwide, and have been translated into seven
languages. Her Mediumship Mastery Program, developed and
taught with her partner, Joanne Franchina, has graduated and
certified evidential mediums for the past five years. Rose has
studied, practiced, and taught metaphysics for nearly 30 years.
Contact her via her website at www.vandeneynden.biz.
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Friday, July 5, 2019

All About Zodiac Signs
with Rev. Normandi Ellis, Rev. Sharon
Kenton & Rev. Michael Schlotterbeck
7:00 pm – 10:00 pm; Chapel Lower Level
Pre-register by June 29th: $30; After June 29th: $40

Overview
The sacred number 12 repeats itself throughout the universe in
cosmic teachings of order and harmony. The 12 signs of the zodiac
encompass all fields of human endeavor. Learn how each sign lays
a necessary foundation for the other signs and how they all work
together to form a congruent whole. This workshop will explain
in-depth how each sign brings out our gifts and karmic challenges
that explain who we are at the deepest levels. Rev. Normandi Ellis,
Rev. Sharon Kenton and Rev. Michael Schlotterbeck will present
this workshop together.
Participants must provide exact birth date, time and place. Email
birth information to the teacher whose workshop you are attending.
If you have your natal chart, please bring it to the workshop.
Rev. Normandi Ellis: ellisisis@gmail.com
Rev. Sharon Kenton: sharonk.kenton@gmail.com
Rev. Michael Schlotterbeck: mschlott@live.com
Rev. Normandi Ellis, Rev. Sharon Kenton, and Rev. Michael
Schlotterbeck will be presenting this workshop together. As a
team, they have a combined 55-year history of Astrological study
and experience.
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Saturday, July 6, 2019

All About Houses
Rev. Michael Schlotterbeck
9:00 am – 12 noon; Chapel Lower Level
Pre-register by June 29th: $30; After June 29th: $40

Overview
The astrological houses are the vehicles
through which the energies of the planets
and signs manifest in a person’s life. The
houses make astrology personal. In this
workshop, we will explore the meanings of
the houses, the areas of life they represent,
the house rulers, and some of the house
systems used in astrology. This workshop
is appropriate for the beginning level astrologer and beyond as we will begin with
the basics and then explore beyond the
basics.
Participants must provide exact birth date, time and place.
Email birth information to mschlott@live.com. If you have
your natal chart, please bring it.
Rev. Michael Schlotterbeck is a Spiritualist minister, medium,
astrologer, tarot card reader, speaker, and teacher. A lifelong
spiritual seeker, Michael has spent the most of his adult life
exploring various spiritual traditions and going down many
spiritual rabbit holes. His current areas of obsession include
Predictive Astrology, Relationship Astrology, Numerology,
Symbolism, Tarot, Spirit Art and Comparative Religion.
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Saturday, July 6, 2019

All About Planets
Rev. Sharon Kenton
1:00 pm – 4:00 pm; Chapel Lower Level
Pre-register by June 29th: $30; After June 29th: $40

Overview
The planets in our solar system are ambassadors of Divine energy. Each planet
carries a powerful energetic signature that
awakens potential on Earth. In constant
motion, the planets radiate energies that
require us to make choices so we can adjust to higher states of harmony. Developing a rich belief in the benevolence of
the Cosmos opens the crown chakra and
is a pathway to personal freedom. Learn to optimize opportunities
by getting an in-depth picture of each planet and the gifts for
growth they offer.
Participants must provide exact birth date, time and place.
Email birth information to sharonk.kenton@gmail.com. If
you have your natal chart, please bring it.

Rev. Sharon Kenton is a Spiritualist minister and medium with a
desire to teach the truths of God uniquely explained through the
study of the Heavens. Study of the big picture offers incredible
hope and optimism. Astrology explains how the order and
harmony of the cosmos encourages movement past all selflimiting beliefs, joyfully increasing individual expression of the
Solar Life within. Sharon develops all her classes to help a person
connect with inherent Soul potential. She teaches, studies, and
resides at Camp Chesterfield, and also has a private practice in
Dayton, Ohio.
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Sunday, July 7, 2019

The Secrets of Astrological Aspects
with Rev. Normandi Ellis
9:00 am – 12 noon; Chapel Lower Level
Pre-register by June 29th: $30; After June 29th: $40

Overview
Nothing is fated. Everything is accomplished through pursuing your spiritual
work. Once you understand you chart planets, signs and houses, this workshop explores a deeper understanding of the aspects
of your natal and progressed charts. Learning your aspects shows you in depth the karma you came here to work on, and how to
approach your life dilemmas and learn from
the mistakes of the past. We will look at the
shape that your aspects make of your chart
as well as the more unusual, or hidden geometric aspects, that can detail your hidden talents or foibles.
Participants must provide exact birth date, time and place.
Email birth information to ellisisis@gmail.com. If you have
your natal chart, please bring it.
Rev. Normandi Ellis is an astrologer, arch-priestess of the
Fellowship of Isis and a clairvoyant minister living at Camp
Chesterfield. She teaches astrology, numerology, metaphysical
subjects and Egyptian mysteries across the country and leads trips
to Egypt. At Camp Chesterfield, she offers astrology classes,
clairvoyant circles and private individual consultations on the
phone or in person. She is an award-winning author with multiple
titles in print, including Imagining the World into Existence,
Invoking the Scribes of Ancient Egypt, Dreams of Isis, and
Awakening Osiris to name a few.
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Saturday, July 6, 2019

Psychometry in Practice
Chris DeSerio
9:30 am – 12:30 pm; Art Gallery East
Pre-register by June 29th: $30; After June 29th: $40

Overview
Reading objects and photos (psychometry) is a
fun and engaging way to pick up information
through the psychic senses. Yes, everybody –
including you – has them! Learn how to not
only read objects themselves, but discover
ways of picking up details about the current and
original owners too. Psychometry acts great as
an added service to those offering psychic readings as well as a jumping point for mediums wanting to connect to a
particular loved one in spirit for a sitter to name just a few ways in
which this way of reading energy can be applied.
No prior experience in psychic development or mediumship is necessary to participate.
Chris DeSerio, MA, CHt is an internationally renowned medium and energy healer who took his original anxieties and fears of the Spirit World and
how he seemed to feel and know things inexplicably as a child, and embraced a path of learning that he now shares in the roles of teacher, tutor,
and friend. He’s been interviewed and featured by numerous publications
on topics ranging from manifesting a better life to animal communication to
being and intuitive healer (and how that comes into play as a psychotherapist and hypnotist). He has made several guest appearances on The Lois
Wright Show in East Hampton, NY in which his unique blend of healing
skills were explored. One of Chris’ greatest gifts is in helping people recognize their unique connection to the Spirit World and how to best benefit
from that exchange of what is love, compassion, awareness, understanding,
and tremendous growth for those open to these life-changing experiences.
To aid in this path of exploration, Chris authored The 2 Keys for You to Succeed in Business and Personal Life Using Your Natural Psychic Gift and is
busy at work finalizing several other texts and guides to further expand your
development. You can read more about Chris at www.chrisdeserio.com.
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Saturday, July 6, 2019

Animal Communication
with Chris DeSerio
1:30 pm – 4:30 pm; Art Gallery East
Pre-register by June 29th: $30; After June 29th: $40

Overview

Your animal companions offer you their unique
sense of love, joy and fun. So in the moment and
clear in their personalities and desires, they make for
great teachers in simply being themselves and your
being able to share in their experiences. Our animal
companions, be they still with you or in the Spirit
World, have so much more to share than on the face
of things. Further still, the animals who cross your
path, or those you come across in nature, have a rich
history coupled with their own guidance and messages too.
Participants will learn:
*How to connect at a psychic level with animals still here
*How to purposefully establish a conversation with animals in the Spirit World
*Obtain greater awareness and receptivity to signs from your departed animals
*Recognize and apply the lessons of your animal companions in your own life
*Understand when animals in nature are messengers and how to listen

No experience is necessary in psychic development, mediumship, or animal
communication to participate.
Chris DeSerio, MA, CHt is an internationally renowned medium and energy healer
who took his original anxieties and fears of the Spirit World and how he seemed to
feel and know things inexplicably as a child, and embraced a path of learning that
he now shares in the roles of teacher, tutor, and friend. He’s been interviewed and
featured by numerous publications on topics ranging from manifesting a better life
to animal communication to being and intuitive healer (and how that comes into
play as a psychotherapist and hypnotist). He has made several guest appearances
on The Lois Wright Show in East Hampton, NY in which his unique blend of healing skills were explored. One of Chris’ greatest gifts is in helping people recognize
their unique connection to the Spirit World and how to best benefit from that exchange of what is love, compassion, awareness, understanding, and tremendous
growth for those open to these life-changing experiences. To aid in this path of
exploration, Chris authored The 2 Keys for You to Succeed in Business and Personal Life Using Your Natural Psychic Gift and is busy at work finalizing several other
texts and guides to further expand your development. You can read more about
Chris at www.chrisdeserio.com.
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Sunday, July 7, 2019

Bringing the Spirit World Even
Closer: Channeling and Other Trance States
Chris DeSerio
9:30 am – 4:30 pm; Art Gallery East
Pre-register by June 29th: $60; After June 29th: $80

Overview

The Spirit World is always ready and waiting to work
with you. Be it your personal growth or professional development, those in spirit can play a significant, if not
pivotal, role in every success. It’s your charge to learn
and continually work on being better able to receive what
they have to share in terms of guidance, philosophy, and
messages along with proof of survival after the change
called death for those loved ones wishing to make contact. Feeling, more than logic, is a definite and tireless
motivator so that drawing Spirit all the more near allows
you to experience just that in your conscious, personal workings. Further still, the
essence of the spirits are well-felt by and demonstrated to those in your company
as they make themselves known in a mediumship practice or public demonstration.
It cannot be overstated that the connection that takes place in these altered states is
so very unique in the impact of the information shared and how that loved ones in
Spirit seem to truly defy time and, in a sense, come back to life in quite a salient
way during that contact thereby touching those still here in the physical more deeply than can a simple listing of evidence or a free-floating message. Workshop will
provide the following:
*Participants will learn and understand the various applications of trance both
in metaphysical practice and everyday life
*Learn techniques to get into the different trance states
*Have Spirit speak through you
*Participants will engage in inspired speaking
*Have guides disseminating Spirit philosophy using your voice
*Have loved ones speaking for themselves through you
Chris DeSerio, MA, CHt is an internationally renowned medium and energy
healer who took his original anxieties and fears of the Spirit World and how he seemed to
feel and know things inexplicably as a child, and embraced a path of learning that he now
shares in the roles of teacher, tutor, and friend. He’s been interviewed and featured by numerous publications on topics ranging from manifesting a better life to animal communication to being and intuitive healer (and how that comes into play as a psychotherapist and
hypnotist). He has made several guest appearances on The Lois Wright Show in East Hampton, NY in which his unique blend of healing skills were explored. One of Chris’ greatest
gifts is in helping people recognize their unique connection to the Spirit World and how to
best benefit from that exchange of what is love, compassion, awareness, understanding, and
tremendous growth for those open to these life-changing experiences. To aid in this path of
exploration, Chris authored The 2 Keys for You to Succeed in Business and Personal Life
Using Your Natural Psychic Gift and is busy at work finalizing several other texts and
guides to further expand your development. You can read more about Chris at
www.chrisdeserio.com.
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Saturday, July 13, 2019

Egyptian Goddesses and the Elements
Amy Auset Rohn
1:00 pm – 4:00 pm; Art Gallery East
Pre-register by July 6th: $30; After July 6th: $40

Overview
Each of the four directions are associated
with not only an element, such as air or
water, but also with an Egyptian Goddess.
Discover the power of the elements through
the Egyptian Goddesses Isis, Nephthys,
Sekhmet, Neith, Hathor and Nuit.
Connecting with these Goddesses can help
you to tap into your intuitive potential. In
this workshop, we will explore ritual, meditative and practical
practices designed to give you a deeper understanding of these
elemental Goddesses and ways to invoke their power presence in
your life.

Amy Auset Rohn is a Priestess of Isis, harpist, and spiritual coach
who leads others on a journey back to themselves through the
magic that is Egypt, the body and intuition. She teaches
workshops online and on location, offers readings in person or via
phone, and healing music based on the numerology of your name.
You can find out more about her upcoming courses and how to
work with her one-on-one at http://www.thegoddessinside.com
and her music at http://www.thelittleharpist.com. She is also an
accomplished and recognized photographer, and you can see the
way she sees the world and helps entrepreneurs with their social
presence and branding images at http://www.ausetimages.com.
Contact her for private consultations, workshops, photography
sessions and concerts at amyausetrohn@gmail.com.
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Saturday, July 20, 2019

The Empowering Act of
Self-Love
Shelly Wilson
9:00 am – 12 noon; Art Gallery East
Pre-register by July13th: $30; After July13th: $40

Overview
Join Intuitive Medium Shelly Wilson for
this heart-opening spiritual reboot workshop. Consciously making the choice to
partake in self-love is an act of empowerment. Give yourself permission to discover, explore, connect with and embrace the
power of your heart as you focus on your
physical health and mental/emotional well
-being. During this experiential workshop, Shelly will create an
energetic space for you to release the blockages that may be holding you back with the intent that you can fully open your heart to
love and manifest your heart’s desire.

Shelly Wilson is an author, intuitive medium and conscious
creator who is passionate about helping people wake up to their
greatness. She supports others as they navigate their own journey
into consciousness to experience aliveness. She offers private
mediumship readings, intuitive readings, intuitive coaching, Reiki
healing sessions and teaches classes and workshops. Shelly’s
books, 28 Days to a New YOU, Connect to the YOU Within and
Journey into Consciousness, are available in paperback and
eBook. She is also the creator of Journey into Consciousness:
Cards of Empowerment. Shelly has studied with Sonia
Choquette, Lisa Williams, James Van Praagh, John Holland and
Tony Stockwell and is a registered Karuna© Reiki Master
through The International Center for Reiki Training. Residing in
Oklahoma, she has a BS in Business with a minor in Psychology.
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Saturday, July 20, 2019

Everything is Energy: An
Energetic Awareness Workshop
Shelly Wilson
1:00 pm – 4:00 pm; Art Gallery East
Pre-register by July13th: $30; After July13th: $40

Overview
What energetic/radio transmission are you
sending out? Join Intuitive Medium Shelly
Wilson for this interactive and experiential
workshop exploring the facets of our Divine
energy field as we delve deeper into the auric
field and chakras. Learn more about our energy transformers, how to keep them cleared
and balanced, and tools to strengthen them.
Become aware of the radio signal we are emitting with our
thoughts, words and actions, so that we can create our own divine
experience consciously. Practice reading energy and trusting the
information you receive.
Book signing in the Tree of Life Bookstore 4:30 pm – 5:30 pm
Shelly Wilson is an author, intuitive medium and conscious creator who is passionate about helping people wake up to their greatness. She supports others as they navigate their own journey into
consciousness to experience aliveness. She offers private mediumship readings, intuitive readings, intuitive coaching, Reiki healing sessions and teaches classes and workshops. Shelly’s books,
28 Days to a New YOU, Connect to the YOU Within and Journey
into Consciousness, are available in paperback and eBook. She is
also the creator of Journey into Consciousness: Cards of Empowerment. Shelly has studied with Sonia Choquette, Lisa Williams,
James Van Praagh, John Holland and Tony Stockwell and is a registered Karuna© Reiki Master through The International Center for
Reiki Training. Residing in Oklahoma, she has a BS in Business
with a minor in Psychology.
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Sunday, July 21, 2019

Creating the Life You Desire
Shelly Wilson
9:00 am – 12 noon; Art Gallery East
Pre-register by July13th: $30; After July13th: $40

Overview
Join Intuitive Medium and Conscious Creator Shelly Wilson for this workshop based
on her books, 28 Days to a New You and
Connect to the YOU Within. This workshop
offers insight, tools and exercises to assist
you in creating the life you desire. As you
shift your perception, you will change your
experiences, including those in the past, the
ones you are presently experiencing and those that have yet to
happen. This transformation involves altering one’s mindset and
attitude as well as being mindful of one’s thoughts, words and
actions. Shelly invites you to begin your life in a new way and
tap into your inner Divine power as you explore who you really
are.
Book signing at the Tree of Life bookstore 12:30 pm – 1:30 pm
Shelly Wilson is an author, intuitive medium and conscious creator who is passionate about helping people wake up to their greatness. She supports others as they navigate their own journey into
consciousness to experience aliveness. She offers private mediumship readings, intuitive readings, intuitive coaching, Reiki
healing sessions and teaches classes and workshops. Shelly’s
books, 28 Days to a New YOU, Connect to the YOU Within and
Journey into Consciousness, are available in paperback and
eBook. She is also the creator of Journey into Consciousness:
Cards of Empowerment. Shelly has studied with Sonia Choquette, Lisa Williams, James Van Praagh, John Holland and Tony
Stockwell and is a registered Karuna© Reiki Master through The
International Center for Reiki Training. Residing in Oklahoma,
she has a BS in Business with a minor in Psychology.
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Saturday, July 27, 2019

Complete Cellular Mind Body Alignment &
Complete Cellular Soul Memory Clearing
Nancy Golden Waspi
1:00 pm – 4:00 pm; Art Gallery East
Pre-register by July 20th: $30; After July 20th: $40

Overview
Complete Cellular Mind Body Alignment
(CCMBA) & Complete Cellular Soul
Memory Clearing (CCSMC) was developed
by Dr. Sharon Forrest, N.D., Ph.D. and was
given to her over a 35-year span from her
angels and guides. This amazing healing modality is claimed by researchers to be the
most powerful ‘Hands-On-Healing’ technique in the medical and spiritual fields today and is written up in
hundreds of books. The CCBMA/CCSMC energy works with the
Higher Self on the individual’s issues no matter what they are and
invariably obtains results! The CCBMA/CCSMC energy targets
the problem wherever it exists and works on all levels – physical,
mental, emotional and spiritual. This is a hands-on experiential
workshop. You will experience first-hand the amazing healing
powers of the CCMBA/CCSMC. You will learn to administer
and channel this amazing healing energy and leave with a new
healing modality. Participants should bring a yoga mat.
Nancy Golden Waspi is a CCMBA teacher, Energy Medicine
practitioner, and Reiki Master. She is also certified in Past Life
Regression, EFT, Childhood trauma release, Multi-Generational
Release, Chakra Clearing & Balancing, Kinesiology & muscle
priority testing, PTSD and more. Nancy’s life journey has led her
to a holistic approach towards health of the body, mind, and spirit.
Five years ago, following a chance meeting with Dr. Forrest,
Nancy found herself studying with Dr. Forrest. She has studied
and traveled world-wide with Dr. Forrest and shared residency on
separate occasions with her so that she could hone her skills.
Nancy now carries on the work to teach more people to work with
spirit for miracle results.
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Sunday, July 28, 2019

Writing from the Heart
Rev. Normandi Ellis
9:00 am – 12 noon; Art Gallery East
Pre-register by July 20th: $30; After July 20th: $40

Overview
Writing is a conscious decision to slow down and
reflect, to get in touch with the soul. Writing
from the Heart offers our greatest freedom – a
return to self. Many of our greatest theologians
from the ancient world to the modern world
(think Akhenaten, King David, Meister Eckhart,
Hildegaard von Bingen, Saint Francis, Thomas
Merton or Dorothy Walters…) have written in
contemplative fashion. You will learn to still the restless mind and
find a space that allows you to enter into a conversation with the
Divine. Normandi will guide you through the processes of reading
both ancient and modern hymns.
Book signing at the Tree of Life Bookstore 12:30 – 1:00 pm
Rev. Normandi Ellis is a Spiritualist minister, astrologer and
certified medium missionary through the Indiana Association of
Spiritualists. She offers clairvoyant circles and private individual
consultations on the phone or in person. She spent her working
life as a literary artist in the schools, was a poetry and journal
therapy facilitator, and the past president of the National
Association of Poetry Therapy Foundation. She is the author of 13
books, including Words on Water, her poetic hymns and prayer
based on the Egyptians hermetica.
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Sunday, July 28, 2019

The Beautiful Art of Henna
Lorry Pearson
1:00 pm – 4:00 pm; Art Gallery East
Pre-register by July 20th: $30; After July 20th: $40

Overview
Henna art is an ancient tradition that has been
practiced for over 5000 years in Pakistan, India, Africa and the Middle East. It is known
that Cleopatra used it on her hair, skin and to
dye the sails of her ships. Now, it is a modern
-day art form for self-expression. In this
workshop you will learn:
*What it is and where it grows
*History of Henna and traditions in India
*How it works on the skin
*How to make and transfer images to the skin and use
Henna paste to create your art (You don’t have to
be an artist! There will be many designs provided
that you may use.)
*Dangers of black henna
Each participant will receive a cone of henna paste and many
choices of designs so that you can create your own beautiful art
work and leave the workshop with your own beautiful creation on
your body. There will also be cones of henna that you may take
home with you so that you can experiment more with this
beautiful art form.
Lorry Pearson has been teaching and producing Henna body art
for 30 years. She originally opened a Tattoo shop but discovered
that many people wanted body art that was not permanent. This
led her to study Henna and her 30-year practice of creating
beautiful body art for others. It is fun and you can change your
mind and your body art every few weeks if desired. Lorry loves
to teach about Henna simply because most people don’t know the
storied history it has. She particularly enjoys the satisfaction she
gains from people who discover their creative potential with little
effort.
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Sunday, August 4, 2019

Crystal Wisdom Grids and Instruments
Dee Purcell
9:00 am – 12 noon; Art Gallery East
Pre-register by July 27th: $30; After July 27th: $40

Overview
This is a practical workshop exploring Earth
elements, minerals, and crystals as tools for
enhancing physical energy and space
energy through the use of grids and intention setting. Participants will receive a brief
review of crystal properties, points, facets,
and windows and then instructions on creating grids. It is important to know how to
place crystals in particular directions to facilitate the movement
of energy as well as learning which are the best crystals to invoke
specific properties, and you will come away with a greater
knowledge of this process. Participants will learn when to create
a grid and how to prime and nourish it, and finally, participants
will have the opportunity to create their own grids with a partner
or very small group. You will discover and understand how to set
intention and focus, thus allowing the crystals to enhance manifestation.
Dee Purcell is a natural clairsentient and clairvoyant who is an
adept energy worker, healer and teacher. She practices various
healing modalities including counseling, cranio-sacral energy
work, crystal healing, and quantum-hypnosis and regression
techniques. She delights in being a lifelong learner and
metaphysician, studying alchemy, astrology, astronomy,
numerology and the tarot. Dee is completing her doctoral
dissertation in Transpersonal Psychology, and writes on the thesis
of heart field resonance. With over 48 years’ experience working
with fine minerals and crystals, Dee is excited to share the
wonder and magic of connecting with Earth’s energies with you!
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Sunday, August 4, 2019

Earth Elements: Leylines,
Vortices, and Dowsing
Dee Purcell
1:00pm – 4:00pm; Art Gallery East
Pre-register by July 27th: $30; After July 27th: $40

Overview
This workshop explores Earth energy and
how to connect with it. It includes a foray
into the energetic centers of the Earth,
including the corresponding Earth Chakras
and other notable vortices and their properties. It provides a discussion of the use of
dowsing to receive information from the geomagnetic earth energy. Participants will receive information about the Earth’s energy centers in lecture form
with a Power Point slide presentation of these locations. Techniques for connecting with Earth’s energies via dowsing including
appropriate instruments will be given. Weather permitting, participants will have the opportunity to practice connecting with the
leyline that runs through Camp Chesterfield, and using tree
branches to practice dowsing. In case of inclement weather, practice will occur in the classroom with a variety of branches and
dowsing rods that will be provided by the presenter. Reflection
and journaling will be encouraged to solidify connection with the
Earth energy.
Dee Purcell is a natural clairsentient and clairvoyant who is an
adept energy worker, healer and teacher. She practices various
healing modalities including counseling, cranio-sacral energy
work, crystal healing, and quantum-hypnosis and regression
techniques. She delights in being a lifelong learner and
metaphysician, studying alchemy, astrology, astronomy,
numerology and the tarot. Dee is completing her doctoral
dissertation in Transpersonal Psychology, and writes on the thesis
of heart field resonance. With over 48 years’ experience working
with fine minerals and crystals, Dee is excited to share the wonder
and magic of connecting with Earth’s energies with you!
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Saturday, August 10, 2019

Auras By Any Name
Rev. Carol Hoeve

1:00pm – 4:00pm; Art Gallery East
Pre-register by August 3rd: $30; After August 3rd: $40

Overview
What do electromagnetic field, soul energy, bioelectric field, human energy field, etheric field,
astral energy field and Spiritual energy field have
in common? Perhaps they are all words to describe the same thing. Auras By Any Name is an
experiential workshop dedicated to teaching you
to perceive the human aura by seeing, sensing and
feeling it.
*What is an aura and how does it serve you?
*Do their colors or density hold answers to health issues or even
past lives?
*What affects your aura and how does it affect you?
Carol will be helping you discover the answers to these questions and
more. A volunteer will be selected by drawing an attendee’s name
from the hat to assist in the visual demonstrations, and this volunteer
will receive a chalk pastel sketch of their aura ($75 value) free.
Rev. Carol S. Hoeve, CHt. is a Coptic Fellowship International
Minister, a certified Hypnotherapist, Metaphysical Consultant, Reiki Master,
aura artist, tarot reader, Spiritual healer, Channel, speaker and teacher. Born
with paranormal gifts of ‘knowing’, plus aura and spirit vision, she has studied multiple spiritual teachings to try and understand these gifts. Growing up
her playmates were the fairies. Carol has been affiliated with ARE, SFF, is a
graduate of The Silva Method, and past Master of a local Rosicrucian group.
Ordained in 1992, she has remained active with the Coptic Fellowship by
speaking, teaching and facilitating. Currently she is on their minister training
team. Carol has also led a paranormal research group out of her Kalamazoo,
Michigan office for the past two years. She considers her work to be that of
a World Bridger, here to help others walk between the dimensions of Heaven
and Earth in harmony with all. She conducts her workshops from firstperson knowledge and experience and this includes metaphysical topics such
as astral travel, auras and aura vision, development of the psychic sense, and
past life recall as well as hypnosis topics.
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Saturday, August 24, 2019

From Connection to Communion
Rev. Julie MacDonald
9:00 am – 12 noon; Art Gallery East
Pre-register by August 17th: $30; After August 17th: $40

Overview
In this workshop, participants will learn how to go beyond just “connecting” with spirit to spirit communion.
It is common for us to spend our time looking for messages, whether we are trying to develop our mediumship skills or just wanting to feel supported. Spirit
may bring us information that is translated into our language, but what if you learned how to speak the language of spirit? Through exercises, examples and practice you will learn
and experience the power of communion, ritual and expression that
translates into the poetry of the other realms. Participants will learn to
cultivate a greater connection, deeper understanding and access to many
more worlds and realms of existence as well as enhance your compassion, bring clarity and much more joy into your everyday life. This
workshop offers you the opportunity to truly walk the walk of spirit.
Rev. Julie MacDonald is a Spiritualist Minister, Empath, Trance Medium,
Teacher and Mentor who has been connecting and communicating with those
in the Spirit World since she was a young child. Through years of intensive
training and decades of practiced experience, Julie has enhanced her natural
gifts to serve her mission as a fine-tuned “instrument” of Spirit to deliver insight, messages and hope to mankind. Through her connection to the deep wisdom of the ages and those guides that come to teach it, others are inspired to
seek their greatest and highest good as they travel this life. For over 25 years
Julie has studied, entrained herself, and channeled through to the far reaches
and corners of the realms of Spirit. She has clientele that span the U.S. and
abroad. Julie has been offering private readings, teaching, training, lectures and
retreats for nearly two decades. Julie is the author of The Evolution of the Spirit
of Mankind (Rowe Publishing, 2015) a book compiled of teachings from a collective group of guides that she works with who speak to the deepest and most
relevant questions of the human soul. Through Julie, the Eighty-Second Regime of Light Workers addresses our fiercest longings and desires and passionately exhorts us to change. This change is not a departure from who we are, but
rather a potent and triumphant return. She is currently in the process of completing her second book. Julie is passionate about her purpose, and her responsibility as a medium to keep constantly connected to energies of only the highest vibrations, intent on nothing less than the greatest and highest good.
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Saturday, August 24, 2019

The Spirit of the Séance
Rev. Julie MacDonald
1:00 pm – 4:00 pm; Art Gallery East
Pre-register by August 17th: $30; After August 17th: $40

Overview
Join Rev. Julie for an experiential workshop on the
more traditional design of séance in days of old. This
workshop is for professional mediums or those wishing to hold home circles to continue to develop and
hone their skills and more importantly, their relationship with spirit. This workshop will leave participants
with a better sense of control of the environment thereby deepening their own connection to spirit as well as
creating a safe space for others to develop and expand their own connection to spirit. Participants will learn: The components to the séance,
How to create and maintain a safe, sacred and charged atmosphere,
Common pitfalls and how to avoid them while keeping the environment
sacred, Facilitating an environment where all participants are actively
engaged and able to walk away with their own experience, The mechanics of the séance, Harmonizing the sitters & keeping the vibrations high,
Opening and closing; Ethical issues; Message delivery and working
with spirit
Rev. Julie MacDonald is a Spiritualist Minister, Empath, Trance Medium, Teacher
and Mentor who has been connecting and communicating with those in the Spirit
World since she was a young child. Through years of intensive training and decades
of practiced experience, Julie has enhanced her natural gifts to serve her mission as a
fine-tuned “instrument” of Spirit to deliver insight, messages and hope to mankind.
Through her connection to the deep wisdom of the ages and those guides that come to
teach it, others are inspired to seek their greatest and highest good as they travel this
life. For over 25 years Julie has studied, entrained herself, and channeled through to
the far reaches and corners of the realms of Spirit. She has clientele that span the U.S.
and abroad. Julie has been offering private readings, teaching, training, lectures and
retreats for nearly two decades. Julie is the author of “The Evolution Of The Spirit Of
Mankind” (Rowe Publishing, 2015) a book compiled of teachings from a collective
group of guides that she works with who speak to the deepest and most relevant
questions of the human soul. Through Julie, the Eighty-Second Regime of Light
Workers addresses our fiercest longings and desires and passionately exhorts us to
change. This change is not a departure from who we are, but rather a potent and
triumphant return. She is currently in the process of completing her second book.
Julie is passionate about her purpose, and her responsibility as a medium to keep
constantly connected to energies of only the highest vibrations, intent on nothing less
than the greatest and highest good.
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Sunday,
August 25, 2019

Mid-Life Re-Creation
Rev. Julie
MacDonald and
Anne Magdalene
9:00 am – 4:00 pm; Art Gallery East
Pre-register by August 17th: $60; After August 17th: $80

Overview

As we reach the midpoint of our lives, we often reflect on what we once wanted, what
may have stopped us from getting what we wanted and may even have some regrets that
we didn’t take risks, or that we created a safe life rather than the life we had imagined
for ourselves. Do you feel something is missing from your life? Do you feel stuck or
frustrated with the direction of your career, marriage or life overall? If you can relate to
any of these, then you need a mid-life reboot! Mid-Life Re-Creation is a workshop
designed to assist you in manifesting more of what you desire. Utilizing guided
meditations, vision boarding and theta healing, participants will identify what obstacles
are in the way and what may be preventing them from achieving their goals. Assisting
in beginning the clearing of the obstacles identified and learning steps of putting
manifestation into motion through designing a persona contract solidifying your commitment to yourself and your Mid-Life Re-Creation. Once you have completed
Mid-Life Re-Creation workshop, you will leave with a specific vision and a commitment to yourself and to your own personal re-creation.
Rev. Julie MacDonald is a Spiritualist Minister, Empath, Trance Medium, Teacher and
Mentor who has been connecting and communicating with those in the Spirit World
since she was a young child. (See complete bio in previous section)
Anne Magdalene is a gifted psychic, medium, energy worker, and social worker. Anne
has been working with enlightened beings in the form of angels, ascended masters,
spirit guides, and deceased souls for most of her life. In 2003, she began her career as a
spiritual advisor, using her psychic abilities to access clients’ deeply buried wounds and
obstacles that interfered with them reaching their highest level of spiritual evolution.
Anne has successfully woven her skills and experience as a licensed social worker with
her intuitive skills and abilities to assist others in their spiritual transformations and in
reaching their own personal levels of enlightenment. Anne is a certified Theta
Healing® Practitioner offering in-depth healing through the Theta Healing model.
Through Theta Healing, a person is able to remove persistent, negative thought patterns;
past life wounds and trauma; and blocks and obstacles that are getting in the way of
moving forward on one’s path, because it is through the theta brain waves that this
healing occurs. Theta Healing is a powerful and profound tool for achieving healing in
all areas of your life. Anne Magdalene’s approach is direct, yet loving, compassionate,
patient and understanding. She offers clients the support they need to walk out of their
past, and into their future with ease. Anne has a unique ability to connect with virtually
every person she meets and believes this is because she is meeting the soul of every
person she encounters. She uses her soul to connect with other souls, and because of
this approach, she is extremely effective at making people comfortable and inspired to
tackle the obstacles that are blocking them from walking their paths effortlessly.
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Friday, September 6 , 2019

Clairvoyant Circle
Rev. Dr. Marilyn Rossner, Ed.D, Ph.D.
7:00 pm – 9:00 pm; Art Gallery East
Pre-register by August 24th: $40 per person

Join one of the nation’s premier mediums
for a clairvoyant circle to receive evidential
messages from your spirit loved ones and
teachers. This circle will be held in the
Séance Room in the lower level of the
Chapel.
Participation may be limited and it is
strongly recommended that attendees preregister in order to assure themselves a seat
for this astounding display of mediumship.

Rev. Dr. Marilyn Rossner, Ed.D, Ph.D is a long-time member
and resident of Camp Chesterfield, and also lives and works in
Canada. She is co-founder of the International Institute of Integral
Human Science (IIIHS), a non-governmental organization
affiliated with the United Nations and works for an inter-religious
and inter-cultural understanding for world peace. She is also
founder and president of the Spiritual Science Fellowship Center
(SSF) in Montreal, Canada, a non-profit association dedicated to
the development of the total person. She has traveled and
demonstrated her spiritual gifts of Mediumship and Healing all
over the world.
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Saturday, September 7, 2019

Our Spirit Potentials:
The Gift of Mediumship
Rev. Dr. Marilyn Rossner, Ed.D, Ph.D
9:00 a.m. – 12 noon; Art Gallery East
Preregister by August 31st: $30; After August 31st: $40

Overview
You were born with the basic attributes of spirit
contact. You were born experiencing the truth
of Life Eternal. Awaken your innate abilities of
mediumship in this workshop. Rediscover your
qualities of clairvoyance, clairaudience, psychometry, inspirational speaking and writing
and more!
This workshop will cover the multiple phases of mediumship so
that your communication with Spirit becomes accurate and
evidential.

Rev. Dr. Marilyn Rossner, Ed.D, Ph.D is a long-time member
and resident of Camp Chesterfield, and also lives and works in
Canada. She is co-founder of the International Institute of Integral
Human Science (IIIHS), a non-governmental organization
affiliated with the United Nations and works for an inter-religious
and inter-cultural understanding for world peace. She is also
founder and president of the Spiritual Science Fellowship Center
(SSF) in Montreal, Canada, a non-profit association dedicated to
the development of the total person. She has traveled and demonstrated her spiritual gifts of Mediumship and Healing all over the
world.
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Saturday, September 7, 2019

Twin Souls, Soul Mates and
Past Life Loves
Rev. Dr. Marilyn Rossner, Ed.D, Ph.D
1:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.; Art Gallery East
Preregister by August 31st: $30; After August 31st: $40

Overview
There are marked differences between Twin
Souls and Soul Mates. Soul Mate relationships
help us grow and evolve into our fullest potential, while Twin Souls and Past Life Loves
share a very special bond that never dies.
How do you know the difference? This workshop will delve into these mysteries and allow
you to explore and identify potential relationships that may be
interacting in your sphere of life.

Rev. Dr. Marilyn Rossner, Ed.D, Ph.D is a long-time member
and resident of Camp Chesterfield, and also lives and works in
Canada. She is co-founder of the International Institute of
Integral Human Science (IIIHS), a non-governmental
organization affiliated with the United Nations and works for an
inter-religious and inter-cultural understanding for world peace.
She is also founder and president of the Spiritual Science
Fellowship Center (SSF) in Montreal, Canada, a non-profit
association dedicated to the development of the total person. She
has traveled and demonstrated her spiritual gifts of Mediumship
and Healing all over the world.
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Sunday, September 8, 2019
Words of Inspiration: A Self-Enrichment & Healing
Method – A Daily Guide to Awaken Your SpiritualIntuitive Side for Personal Self-Discovery
Rev. Prof. Todd J. Leonard
9:00 am – 12 noon.; Art Gallery East
Preregister by August 31st: $30; After August 31st: $40

Overview

This workshop will focus on a technique developed for selfenrichment and self-healing that will allow participants to intuit for
themselves areas in their lives that need loving attention….or celebration! The workshop will begin with a centering, grounding, and
chakra cleansing exercise and activity before concentrating on the
self-discovery and healing aspect of the workshop. Rev. Leonard
will gently guide you in discovering the hidden influences that impact your life on a daily basis. This unique method of self-intuiting
features spiritually-based readings, healing intentions, and reflective
questions for self-improvement.
Whether you are at the beginning of your spiritual awakening, are seeking a fuller and
richer meaning to your soul’s purpose, or are looking for guided insight into your spiritual-intuitive side, this workshop will give you the necessary tools to progress through
the various stages of spiritual development, empowering you to divine for yourself the
issues and solutions in the areas of your own life that need attention…or that merely
need to be recognized and celebrated. This workshop will instruct you in how to use this
method daily for self-healing, assisting you in not only recognizing specific life-issues,
but also in drawing out the positive aspects of your life’s journey, as well as lovingly
pointing out habits or attitudes that may need changing in order for you to work toward
achieving your life’s purpose. In order to participate in the workshop, the participants
will need the book: Words of Inspiration: A Self-Divination and Healing Method for
Awakening Your Spiritual-Intuitive Side Using Playing Cards (iUniverse, 2003) in order
to participate fully in this workshop. In addition, a deck of regular playing cards are
needed. Book is available at the Tree of Life Bookstore, Camp Chesterfield.
Todd Jay Leonard’s life journey has taken him to the far reaches of the world where he has studied, taught, researched, traveled, and worked in North, South, Central America, Europe, Africa,
Australia and Asia. An ordained Spiritualist minister and university professor, Rev. Professor
Leonard has actively sought out spiritual knowledge from the time he was a child. He has studied
religion formally, and as a hobby, for most of his life. He is currently on the Board of Directors
for the Southwest Commission on Religious Studies (SWCRS) and serves as Secretary for the Association for the Scientific Study of Religion (ARRS). The importance he now places upon selfawakening and self-healing has its roots in the energy-based therapy of Reiki. Trained in the Usui
Shiki Ryoho system of Reiki, he is a Master-Teacher. He divides his time between his home in
Japan (where he lives, teaches and writes) and the historic Bangs Sisters’ home at Camp Chesterfield, the spiritual home for the Indiana Association of Spiritualists (IAOS). Rev. Professor Leonard lectures internationally on education, comparative culture, and spiritually-based topics; he has
published extensively in academic journals, magazines, and newspapers in the areas of crosscultural understand, Teaching English as a Foreign Language (TEFL), and religious studies. He
is the author of twenty books, most notably Talking to the Other Side: A History of Modern Spiritualism and Mediumship – A Study of the Religion, Science, Philosophy, and Mediums that Encompass this American-Made Religion (iUniverse, 2005) and Words of Inspiration: A SelfDivination and Healing Method for Awakening Your Spiritual-Intuitive Side Using Playing Cards
(iUniverse, 2003). Website: www.toddjleonard.com
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Sunday, September 8, 2019
Sacred Living: Inspirational Rituals and Blessings to
Cleanse and Heal Your Life
Rev. Prof. Todd J. Leonard
1:00 pm – 4:00 pm.; Art Gallery East
Preregister by August 31st: $30; After August 31st: $40

Overview
Rituals and blessings enable people to find balance and
healing, embark more confidently and joyously on their
life and spiritual journeys, and to connect more deeply to
that greater force that guides the universe. This workshop provides a basic blueprint of how to bring the healing and life-enhancing qualities of ritual and blessings
into your everyday life by finding the “sacred” in every
aspect of life. Adaptable to any religious tradition you
follow, this workshop will focus on how to bring positive
energy into your life through ritual and blessings, covering all of the important life rituals we humans perform (consciously and unconsciously)
as well as challenging any limitations you may be feeling regarding life
goals, wishes, dreams and beliefs…to help you center and balance your
life. Whether you are in the process of transforming your life or home,
building a personal altar, or mastering the art of “mindfulness”, this
workshop will give you the tools to focus more clearly and to touch into
your own spiritual awareness more deeply.
Book Signing in the Tree of Life 4:30p-5:30p

Todd Jay Leonard’s life journey has taken him to the far reaches of the world where
he has studied, taught, researched, traveled, and worked in North, South, Central America, Europe, Africa, Australia and Asia. An ordained Spiritualist minister and university
professor, Rev. Professor Leonard has actively sought out spiritual knowledge from the
time he was a child. He has studied religion formally, and as a hobby, for most of his
life. He is currently on the Board of Directors for the Southwest Commission on Religious Studies (SWCRS) and serves as Secretary for the Association for the Scientific
Study of Religion (ARRS). The importance he now places upon self-awakening and selfhealing has its roots in the energy-based therapy of Reiki. Trained in the Usui Shiki Ryoho system of Reiki, he is a Master-Teacher. He divides his time between his home in
Japan (where he lives, teaches and writes) and the historic Bangs Sisters’ home at Camp
Chesterfield, the spiritual home for the Indiana Association of Spiritualists (IAOS). Rev.
Professor Leonard lectures internationally on education, comparative culture, and spiritually-based topics; he has published extensively in academic journals, magazines, and
newspapers in the areas of cross-cultural understand, Teaching English as a Foreign
Language (TEFL), and religious studies. He is the author of twenty books, most notably Talking to the Other Side: A History of Modern Spiritualism and Mediumship – A
Study of the Religion, Science, Philosophy, and Mediums that Encompass this American
-Made Religion (iUniverse, 2005) and Words of Inspiration: A Self-Divination and
Healing Method for Awakening Your Spiritual-Intuitive Side Using Playing Cards
(iUniverse, 2003). Website: www.toddjleonard.com
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Saturday, September 14, 2019

Psychometry and Soul Sensing
Rev. Kevin Lee
9:00 am – 12 noon.; Art Gallery East
Preregister by September 7th: $30; After September 7th: $40

Overview
In this course, you will learn how to work with
BILLETS* and other objects specifically. We
will cover the history of Psychometry, how we
can begin opening to sensing the soul vibrations
upon objects of all types, the importance of regular meditation, the benefits of incorporating
your chakras, numerous exercises, along with
the ethics and professionalism of the craft.
*A Billet is used in some Spiritualist Services
and events by an intuitive whereby a billet or rather a piece of paper is written on by its author their date of birth, their own initials,
the names of loved ones in spirit and one question for Spirit to
answer. Mediums or the intuitive hold the Billet in their hand,
and discern the answer through Psychometry.
Rev. Kevin Lee is an ordained Metaphysical Minister, radio host, author,
Paranormal researcher and certified Spiritual Medium. He has served for
several years as the Senior Minister of the Metaphysical Chapel of South Florida (www.MetaphysicalChapel.com) which is located in Fort Lauderdale and
one of 15 such churches across the U.S. within the United Metaphysical
Churches denomination. His Center of Light has been promoting metaphysics,
Spiritualism, and afterlife topics for over 40 years while serving its community
by bringing professional metaphysical speakers, mediums and healers from
around the planet to demonstrate their Gifts of Spirit and Higher Truth
Teachings. Rev. Kevin’s passion is clearly “all things precipitation and spirit
writing”. Since 2012 when he experienced a healing epiphany (emotional and
spiritual) due to witnessing Precipitation Mediumship and Spirit Card Writing,
he has been literally guided by his spirit team towards ever more such
experiences – so much so that now he is the caretaker of a rare Bangs Sisters
painting that belonged to one of his guiding spiritual influences, Ethel Post
Parrish-Riley. His collection of precipitated and spirit writing artifacts have
continued to grow over the years. You can read several of his published
articles on precipitation mediumship at www.TheOtherSidePress.com. He
serves as USA Director for the American Society for Standards in Mediumship
and Psychical Investigation (www.ASSMPI.org).
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Saturday, September 14, 2019

Precipitation Mediumship Development
Rev. Kevin Lee
1:00 pm – 4:00 pm.; Art Gallery East
Preregister by September 7th: $30; After September 7th: $40

Overview
In this workshop, you will learn about the incredibly rare and near-forgotten Gift of Spirit
known as Precipitation Mediumship, also called
Spirit Card Writing, whereby Spirit produces
images and writings on cards without human
hands or instruments. We will explore the history from ancient times to modern day. You
will learn about the various styles of this phenomena along with seeing many artifacts. Students will learn how
to set up their own Precipitation Development Circle. We will
also discuss how this ability can be used to heal and transform the
lives of others.
Rev. Kevin Lee is an ordained Metaphysical Minister, radio host, author,
Paranormal researcher and certified Spiritual Medium. He has served for
several years as the Senior Minister of the Metaphysical Chapel of South
Florida (www.MetaphysicalChapel.com) which is located in Fort Lauderdale
and one of 15 such churches across the U.S. within the United Metaphysical
Churches denomination. His Center of Light has been promoting metaphysics,
Spiritualism, and afterlife topics for over 40 years while serving its community
by bringing professional metaphysical speakers, mediums and healers from
around the planet to demonstrate their Gifts of Spirit and Higher Truth
Teachings. Rev. Kevin’s passion is clearly “all things precipitation and spirit
writing”. Since 2012 when he experienced a healing epiphany (emotional and
spiritual) due to witnessing Precipitation Mediumship and Spirit Card Writing,
he has been literally guided by his spirit team towards ever more such
experiences – so much so that now he is the caretaker of a rare Bangs Sisters
painting that belonged to one of his guiding spiritual influences, Ethel Post
Parrish-Riley. His collection of precipitated and spirit writing artifacts have
continued to grow over the years. You can read several of his published
articles on precipitation mediumship at www.TheOtherSidePress.com. He
serves as USA Director for the American Society for Standards in Mediumship
and Psychical Investigation (www.ASSMPI.org).
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Sunday, September 15, 2019

A Sweet Savor: Discover Everyday Uses of
Aromatherapy and Essential Oils
Terri Hanks
9:00 am – 12 noon.; Art Gallery East
Preregister by September 7th: $30; After September 7th: $40

Overview
Aromatherapy has been around since the
beginning of time. It has been suggested
that God was the first aromatherapist with
the creation of the Garden of Eden! This
workshop will explore the plants and flowers that are distilled to make Essential Oils
used in Aromatherapy. We will also spend
time looking at the history of Essential Oils
and the geographical areas where many of these plants grow. We
will look at some of the Ancient Oils and how they were used in
sacred rites and worship and discuss how we can incorporate them
today into our own spiritual practices. Finally, a portion of the
workshop will be spent with a hands-on activity designed to allow
you to create your own personal Aromatherapy product to take
home with you.
Terri Hanks has been using and researching Essential Oils and Aromatherapy for many years. She uses Essential Oils in her daily life to improve quality of life for herself and her family, in her daily Spiritual
practices and to help others. She was first introduced to the benefits of
Essential Oils during her Graduate studies in Speech Communication
that focused on Public Speaking. Terri was the Graduate Teaching Assistant who led a program that focused on the alleviation of public speaking
anxiety through guided meditation and other non-traditional methods
including aroma therapy. Terri holds a B.S. in Communication from the
University of Central Missouri with an emphasis in Public Relations and
a minor in Speech Communication. Terri and her husband, Mike, live at
Historic Camp Chesterfield. She is pursuing Ordination through the
IAOS. Terri enjoys working with Essential Oils in conjunction with art
work and spends time reading and studying the history of Camp Chesterfield and the mediums who lived and worked there throughout the years.
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Sunday, September 15, 2019

And Now It Begins: Developing Your
Private Reading Practice
Rev. Mary Lynn Crawford
1:00 pm – 4:00 pm.; Art Gallery East
Preregister by September 7th: $30; After September 7th: $40

Overview
Participants will learn about aspects of beginning spirit readings and factors to consider
when developing a spirit reading practice. In
this workshop we will discuss aspects of your
practice such as identifying individual symbols and putting them together as a cohesive
whole, incorporating spirit identification into
the reading, ethical considerations and opening and closing the reading itself. The workshop will also cover topics like location, atmosphere, safety, and
pricing. There will be plenty of time to practice reading skills!!

Rev. Mary Lynn Crawford was ordained through the Indiana
Association of Spiritualists and has been practicing mediumship
skills in Cincinnati, Ohio for over fifteen years. She relocated
her private practice to Historic Camp Chesterfield in 2012 where
she has been providing readings to visitors in her home at Camp.
She is a certified Mediumship Development Teacher at Camp
Chesterfield and past Director of Mediumship at her Cincinnati
Spiritualist church where she taught mediumship classes. Rev.
Crawford’s thirty years as a public school Special Education/
Reading teacher has given her much experience in working with
symbols and their interpretation as well as an ability to interpret
those symbols for others.
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Saturday, September 28, 2019

Spiritual Use of the Pendulum
Rev. AdaRa Walton, N.D., Ph.D.
9:30 am – 12:30 pm; Art Gallery East
Preregister by September 21st: $30; After September 21st: $40

Overview
The purpose of this “hands-on” workshop is to
demonstrate and teach the use of the pendulum
in terms of: 1) How to operate it and establish
your own personal pattern; 2) How to get permission/correct qualification; 3) Method of
asking questions/making statements; 4) Placement of spirit communicators; 5) Other practical uses; 6) Improper use of a pendulum; 7)
How to clear/clean the instrument. Workshop
information is gleaned from the experience and
practice of the presenter as well as Hanna Kroeger’s book, The Pendulum, The Bible and Your Survival.
Participants must bring a pendulum to the workshop.
Reverend Dr. AdaRa Walton is an ordained minister, Doctor of
Naturopathy, Bio-Energy Kinesiologist, Medium, certified Attractor
Field Technique Practitioner, certified TTT Practitioner, Reiki/
Amanohuna Master-Teacher, and shaman with a Ph.D. in Natural
Health. Educating clients in self-healing is the foundation of her
practice as the body unlocks the truth. Rev. Dr. Walton is the author
of Every Body’s Truth: Muscle Testing for the Masses. She
maintains a private holistic energy and spiritual healing practice in
Santa Fe, NM. She currently has six certified (NCBTMB Provider
#451905-12) workshops dealing with energy Kinesiology/MuscleTesting, Reiki and spiritual healing. Her Pendulum workshop has
been taught for many years and required use of the Pnedu.um is
needed to learn Kundalini Reiki. She was one of the last students to
learn proper use of the pendulum directly from Rev. Hanna Kroeger
before she made her transition to the Spirit world. Learn more about
Rev. Dr. Walton at www.spiritismylife.com.
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Saturday, September 28, 2019

How to Divine the YiJing (I Ching)
Book of Changes
Christopher Campbell
1:00 pm – 4:00 pm; Art Gallery East
Preregister by September 21st: $30; After September 21st: $40

Overview
Participants in this workshop will receive a practical study in the history of
and the ritual in how to divine with the
YiJing (I Ching), Book of Changes. We
will specifically concentrate on the wisdom that Confucius contributed to this
ancient book. We will learn the energy
of the individual 8 trigrams and how they combine to create the
64 hexagrams using the ancient method of consulting with traditional yarrow sticks (sticks will be provided). At the end of the
workshop, as a group, we will seek the YiJing wisdom by participating in a ritualistic consultation to a question we corporately
discern. The I Ching, Book of Changes uses a type of divination
called cleromancy and is one of the most ancient of all divination
practices designed to assist the individual in making choices or
providing great wisdom to their questions.
Christopher Campbell has studied Chinese philosophy for over
45 years and has been enjoying the practice of TaiJi & QiGong
for over 30 years. A teacher, mentor and sought-after YiJing
consultant, he teaches over 50 TaiJi Balance Exercise Therapy
classes per month and shares with over 450 students.
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Sunday, September 29, 2019

Essential TaiJi (tai chi) &
QiGong (chi kung) Level I
Christopher Campbell
9:00 am – 12 noon; Art Gallery East
Preregister by September 21st: $30; After September 21st: $40

Overview
Learn the essential ingredients to create
your own TaiJi (tai chi) practice. TaiJi
simply means supreme pairs of opposites and is a natural mind, body, spirit
exercise that can help bring out the natural grace in movement in you by improving balance and overall good
health. We will learn essential QiGong (chi kung) theory of energy movement along with a fun to do short form of TaiJi.

Christopher Campbell has studied Chinese philosophy for over
45 years and has been enjoying the practice of TaiJi & QiGong
for over 30 years. A teacher, mentor and sought-after YiJing
consultant, he teaches over 50 TaiJi Balance Exercise Therapy
classes per month and shares with over 450 students.
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Saturday, October 5, 2019

Next Level Pagan Ritual
for Intermediates
Rachael D. Smith, M.A.
9:00 am – 12 noon; Art Gallery East
Preregister by September 28th: $30; After September28th: $40

Overview
Have you gone beyond your beginner lessons
in Pagan Ritual and do not know how to
progress and move forward? Did you take
Rachael’s Intro to Pagan Ritual and now need
to know more? Join Rachael for an adventure
into the next steps of your Pagan Ritual
Journey.
Learn the importance of words, days of the month and week, as
well as a more in-depth discussion of ethics in ritual. Delve into
the significance of the Book of Shadows/Ritual Journal and the
seriousness of intention. Continue your exploration of the Pagan
path further and get answers to your Pagan ritual questions.
Rachael D. Smith, M.A. received her B.S. in Religious Studies
and M.A. in History with an emphasis on American Religious
History from Ball State University. She currently teaches
History for Ball State University as well as Women & Religion
and Introduction to Women & Gender Studies. She wrote her
Master’s thesis, titled “Contemporary Paganism: The Role of
Heterosexual and Homosexual Males in a Female Centered
Religion” and is currently working to add more chapters for
publication. She has been a practicing Wiccan for over 20 years.
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Saturday, October 5, 2019

Queen Up! Harness the Power of the
Tarot Queens for Personal Transformation
Angela Kaufman
1:00 pm – 4:00 pm; Art Gallery East
Preregister by September 21st: $30; After September 21st: $40

Overview
Metaphysical meets modern to help you
reconnect with the powers of creativity,
confidence, love and abundance. Embrace
the four elemental energies within, as personified by the Tarot Queens. Align with
the archetypal energy of each Queen so
that you can thrive in any situation. Ideal
for people at the crossroads, no Tarot experience necessary. Learn which archetypal energy has shaped
your life path, and discover how to tap into hidden sources of
power to ride life’s changing tides. All levels are welcome. Tarot experience not required. Based on the book, Queen Up! Reclaim Your Crown When Life Knocks You Down (Conari, 2018).
Book signing at the Tree of Life 4:30pm – 5:30 pm
Angela Kaufman is an Intuitive Empowerment Coach, Certified
Psychic Medium, Intuitive Consultant and LCSW. She is the
author of the new book, Queen Up! Reclaim Your Crown When
Life Knocks You Down. She created the Queen Up! System to
help women harness the power of passion, power and abundance
by connecting with the energy of their highest potential. Angela
has also co-authored three books on metaphysical spirituality
including Wicca What's the Real Deal? Breaking Through the
Misconceptions (with Patricia Gardner and Dayna Winters,
Schiffer 2011), Sacred Objects, Sacred Space; Everyday Tools
for the Modern Day Witch (with Patricia Gardner and Dayna
Winters, Schiffer 2012), and The Esoteric Dream Book;
Mastering the Magickal Symbolism of the Subconscious Mind
(with Patricia Gardner and Dayna Winters, Schiffer 2013). You
can read more about Angela at www.intuitiveangela.com.
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Sunday, October 6, 2019

The Anunnaki – Creator Gods of the Bible
Martyn Richey
9:00 am – 4:00 pm; Art Gallery East
Preregister by September 28th: $60; After September 28th: $80

Overview
Have you ever wondered why the creation
story in the Bible says, “then God said, let us
make humankind in our image, according to
our likeness”. An odd plural statement: “let
us”? Certainly a conflicting statement in a
religious text describing the nature and worship of a single god. And what is image and
likeness? Largely based on the research and
writings of Zecharia Stichen, along with others, this presentation
takes us on a journey back in the history of this planet to a time before the creation of humankind. Using clay tablets, statuary and artwork from ancient Sumer, we learn the story as told by their gods,
the Anunnaki. We find Sumerians, in what is now Iraq, 4000 years
before the birth of Jesus. Considered to be the cradle of civilization,
their texts reveal modern commerce, highly technical and scientific
understanding, and a society based on serving gods who physically
lived with them and directed their daily affairs. We will discuss biblical Watchers, and the Fallen Angels, also called the Nephilim, who
found human females attractive and took them as wives thus creating giants who later were killed in a flood by God. Finally, we learn
of the rivalry between two Anunnaki princes and their families: Enlil the supreme leader of the earth project and his brother Enki, a
gifted scientist and geneticist who after many attempts created the
first modern human to serve the Anunnaki.
Martyn Richey is a lifelong spiritual seeker with primary interests in the
nature of consciousness, reality, non-human intelligence and alternative
human history. He has been studying the Anunnaki for over twenty years.
He is married to Rev. Lynda Richey and father of two adult sons. Marty is
a Purdue graduate and a retired Honeywell sales engineer. He is an Indiana Association of Spiritualists member and 22-year resident of Historic
Camp Chesterfield where he has served as volunteer in many positions
including past Board Trustee.
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Saturday, October 19, 2019

Inspired or Automatic: Developing Your
Connection to Spirit Through Writing
Alexander Zielinski
9:00 am – 12 noon; Art Gallery East
Preregister by October 12th: $30; After October 12th: $40

Overview
Is there a difference between Automatic Writing and Inspired Writing? Does the pen really
move? Can you use a keyboard? Where do
these messages come from?
Connecting to Spirit and your own guides
through writing is a unique tool that can provide immediately tangible evidence – something you can see and hold. We will discuss
the differences between Automatic Writing and Inspired Writing,
how to develop clarity in each practice, and how to do the work of
connecting through each form of this communication method. A
foundation of each practice will be discussed and opportunities to
practice both forms of writing will be given. Pen and paper are
necessary for this workshop. It is helpful to use a flat, small or
standard legal pad as the paper does not need to be held in place
nor does it attempt to close itself such as a journal. Also helpful is
a pen with easy or fast-flowing ink such as Pilot G-2 07 or any full
gel pen. These tools will make the writing easier to accomplish.
Alexander Zielinski has been working with his psychic and spirit
connections since childhood, instructed initially by his mother and
grandmother. Over the last ten years, he has received countless
pages of information from Spirit. Working with his spirit guides
and other beings, these messages came via automatic and inspired
writing, and then direct voice. Much of this work has been published or made publicly available. Alex believes that we all have
the ability, and if we can remove our own doubts and judgements,
we would immediately move light-years ahead in our own
psychic, intuitive, and mediumship abilities. Alex currently lives
in Northwest Indiana and offers readings and classes at events
throughout the Midwest. You can learn more or connect with him
through his website: www.AHigherVibration.net.
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Saturday, October 19, 2019

Developing Our Psychic Connection
with Oracle Cards
Alexander Zielinski
1:00 pm – 4:00 pm; Art Gallery East
Preregister by October 12th: $30; After October 12th: $40

Overview
Are you feeling called to use a deck of oracle cards
for yourself or others? Maybe you have questions
about how they relate to tarot and what it means if
they’re upside down. The process can be simple –
we ask a question, we shuffle, and then we pull a
card – but there’s so much more! While the simplicity of most decks can give us inspiring information
for any question or situation, these cards can also be
used to trigger conversations with our guides and other Spirit people. We
can reach the point where we are no longer simply reading the card face
but we are sharing information that our Higher Self, or our guides, wish
us to share. In this workshop we will connect with the energy and spirit
of the deck we have chosen. We will establish a ritual or routine for our
card selection and use. We will see that a deck may have a limited number of cards, but each one can have a thousand meanings as your intuition and your guides help navigate the message associated with the card.
We will discuss, meditate, connect, and use oracle cards in this fun and
interactive workshop!
The main deck of use will be the Archangel Oracle deck by Doreen
Virtue valued for its simplicity, imagery, and statements. It would be
helpful to bring this deck to the workshop, but if you have one that you
are particularly fond of, you may bring that as well.
Alexander Zielinski has been working with his psychic and spirit connections since
childhood, instructed initially by his mother and grandmother. Over the last ten years,
he has received countless pages of information from Spirit. Working with his spirit
guides and other beings, these messages came via automatic and inspired writing, and
then direct voice. Much of this work has been published or made publicly available.
Alex believes that we all have the ability, and if we can remove our own doubts and
judgements, we would immediately move light-years ahead in our own psychic,
intuitive, and mediumship abilities. Alex currently lives in Northwest Indiana and offers readings and classes at events throughout the Midwest. You can learn more or connect with him through his website: www.AHigherVibration.net.
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Sunday, October 20, 2019

The Sparkles in Me
JoRetta Vetor

9:00 am – 12 noon; Art Gallery East
Preregister by October 12th: $30; After October 12th: $40

Overview
The Sparkles in Me is not just a system of
communication, it is a lifestyle. I can help
you change your world. I can help you
change the daily life of your children. With
The Sparkles in Me incorporated into your
daily life, your life is about to get, and stay,
a lot more fun and interesting. It is tried and
tested. It works. How do I help you change your world? Do you
struggle to communicate to your child? Is your relationship chaotic and a battle of wills? Do you want better communication
with your child, less chaos, fewer daily battles of will in your
home? Do you want to be able to see into your child in a more
meaningful way, and understand them better than you do now?
Are you frustrated that you can’t do more to help them? Is there
an area in your child’s life that you just wish they did not have to
struggle with so much? How would you help them if you could?
What would you do differently to have a better relationship with
your child, or your students, or your clients? This book will answer these questions and more and better equip you in communication with those you are looking after!
Book signing at the Tree of Life bookstore 12:30 pm – 1:00 pm
JoRetta Vetor has a degree in Social Work and is a licensed
Chaplain and Grief Counselor. For over 30 years, she has
worked with children and families with her Sparkles in Me
program. She is 55 years old, married with children and
grandchildren. Her book and her program are currently being
used by others to work with kids whose parents are in addition
recovery programs. Her classes to teach The Sparkles in Me and
how to incorporate into one’s life, are fun, interactive and
produce results.
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Sunday, October 20, 2019

Elevated Health for the Conscious Being
Amiee Boswinkle
1:00 pm – 4:00 pm; Art Gallery East
Preregister by October 12th: $30; After October 12th: $40

Overview

So many people get caught up in the current food fads:
Keto, Paleo, Mediterranean, Blood Type, Intermittent
Fasting. All the different diets out there can make
one’s head spin. For the past 13 years, I have studied
health and the human body and have found that it isn’t
necessarily knowing what to eat so much as what your
body is asking you to nourish it with. Does that intrigue you? Confuse you? Are you done trying to figure this whole food thing out and want to know what works and what doesn’t
so that you can feel healthy, alive and vibrant in your own skin? Join Amiee
Boswinkle for this enlightening workshop to learn about your body’s personal
signals related to what it really needs from food, comfort, mental, emotional
stress and more. You will leave understanding on every level – body, mind
and soul – what to eat, how to eat, who you are being when you eat, and how
we sabotage our own success by reverting back to old habits and ways of being when life’s stressors and experiences cross our path. This workshop will
demonstrate how to tap into your body’s wisdom and choose high vibrational
foods that serve your highest purpose. It will provide worksheets and applicable tools to keep you moving forward and discover more personal freedom,
health and happiness as a result.

Amiee Boswinkle is an Intuitive Healer and a Conduit for Universal Messaging.
Amiee found her way out of the darkness and into the light when debilitating trauma,
PTSD and addictions (including intravenous heroin addiction) took over her life and
she could not find reprieve from conventional healthcare or therapies. She took matters into her own hands and studied the human body until she was able to heal herself
when all hope seemed lost. Today, Amiee touches the hearts and lives of people suffering from trauma, PTSD, and addictions to create peace within their mind with 1:1
counseling, group work, and sharing her story of experience, strength and hope via
public speaking and workshops. Amiee has a B.A. in Psychology from Ball State
University, is a certified Reiki Master through the teachings of Pamela Kozy at Heart
in Hand, is a certified Health Coach through Health Coach Institute. She authored her
story, “Darkness, Darkness Everywhere” and it is featured in the collaborative book,
Overcoming Mediocrity: Victorious Women. Amiee desires to heal the wounds of the
weary and lost through her teachings and desires to uplift the vibrational energy of
humanity with the wisdom acquired to her through the lessons of her lifetime. Amiee’s philosophy embodies:
“Fear has created separateness in our world. The connection we are seeking is love. Infuse the world with you, your truth, your essence and ignite the fire necessary for change. Love will change the nation. The nation starts within you.”
– Amiee Boswinkle
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CAMP CHESTERFIELD - WESTERN HOTEL

Mable Riffle Suite - One Person

Member
$30.00
Non-member $34.48

Mable Riffle Suite - Two People

Member
$38.70
Non-member $44.48
$10.00/per additional person - up to three more people

Full Bed w/bath - One Person

Member
$32.19
Non-member $37.00

Full Bed w/bath - Two People

Member
$37.50
Non-member $43.10

2 Twin Beds w/bath - One Person

Member
$37.50
Non-Member $43.10

2 Twin Beds w/bath - Two People

Member
$43.76
Non-member $50.30

Dorm Beds

Member
$13.05
Non-member $15.00

Cots - $10/night

RV - $20/night

(Rates at the Western Hotel are for one night, tax not included in above rates.
All rates subject to change without notice).

HOTEL RESERVATIONS

For reservations go to campchesterfield.net to
reserve your accommodations online or call the
office at 765-378-0235
Camp Chesterfield c/o Hotel Reservations
PO Box 132 - Chesterfield, IN 46017
E-mail us at: admin@campchesterfield.net
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Indiana Association of Spiritualists
PO Box 132
Chesterfield, IN 46017

Directions to Camp Chesterfield
Indiana I-69 – (South from Fort Wayne, North from Indianapolis) to Exit 234
(Anderson/Muncie). Take SR 32 west. Travel West on SR 32 to the third traffic light
(Washington Street). Turn North or right onto Washington St. The entrance to Camp Chesterfield is one block North on Washington St. in Chesterfield, Indiana

